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Abstract

Continuum thermodynamic and kinetic approaches to nanovoid nucleation as a fracture process inside elastoplastic material are
developed. They include solutions to such conceptual problems as determination of the thermodynamic driving force and activation
energy, and determination of the kinetic relationship between tensile fracture pressure and temperature. A kinetic pressure–temperature
diagram for nanovoid nucleation is determined which, in addition to fracture, includes alternative mechanisms related to phase trans-
formations. Fracture occurs below the kinetic melting temperature, sublimation takes place at high temperature and evaporation occurs
in the intermediate range. Sublimation via virtual melting competes with fracture and evaporation.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Void nucleation, growth and coalescence in elastoplastic
(ductile) materials are the main mechanisms of damage,
spallation and ductile fracture. Fracture is considered here
as breaking atomic bonds and creating new internal
surfaces. There is an enormous amount of literature
devoted to this topic, including atomistic [1–4] and contin-
uum [5–7] approaches. Our focus here is on development of
thermodynamic and kinetic theory for the homogeneous
nucleation of a nanovoids in elastoplastic materials. Such
nucleation may occur in a tensile stress wave or under static
conditions, e.g. near a crack tip. Homogeneous nucleation
assumes the lack of preferred nucleation sites (i.e. stress
concentrators due to defects or pre-existing surfaces due
to grain boundaries and inclusions). This condition is

fulfilled in nanoparticles or in the nanovolume of bulk
material, in which the size of the highly stressed region is
smaller than the distance between e.g. dislocations, inclu-
sions and grain boundaries. We consider quite high tem-
peratures at which inclusions may dissolve, eliminating
the most important nucleation cites for heterogeneous frac-
ture. Note that homogeneous nucleation theory is in good
correspondence with experiments for the defect-free case,
e.g. for martensitic phase transformations [8] and cavita-
tion [9]. After developing the homogeneous nucleation the-
ory, the effect of defects can be taken into account as the
next approximation. We will also not include vacancy-
mediated void nucleation and growth due to the Kirkendall
effect [10–12], because it is a much slower process than that
considered in the current paper. While nucleation theory
for voids in liquid (cavitation) has been known for decades
[13,14], we are not familiar with a similar theory for elasto-
plastic solids. The main approaches to void appearance in
elastic materials are based on consideration of bifurcation
of the solution of a mechanical problem when the energy
of the solution with a void is smaller than without one
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[5]. Only in Ref. [7] is the surface energy taken into
account. Mechanical solutions for stresses and strains for
elastoplastic materials [5,6] do not take into account sur-
face energy and stresses, which makes them inapplicable
for the development of the kinetic theory. In Ref. [12], sur-
face stresses were taken into account; however, the results
were applied to the void growth due to vacancy diffusion
rather than to void nucleation due to fracture. There is also
a fundamental problem in the development of thermody-
namics for void nucleation in elastoplastic material. For
void nucleation in an elastic solid (e.g. soft polymeric and
rubber-like materials), a difference in the Gibbs potential
of the system before and after void nucleation is the driving
force for fracture (i.e. it is dissipation due to fracture)
[15,16] and the activation energy is equal to the Gibbs
energy of a critical nucleus. Since void nucleation in a crys-
talline solid is accompanied by large plastic deformation –
i.e. it involves irreversibilities (dissipation) – the traditional
approach is not applicable, and one needs to develop con-
cepts for the thermodynamic driving force and activation
energy for void nucleation. For irreversible processes, it
is not sufficient to compare energy of the final and initial
stages; rather, the entire process of void formation should
be taken into account. This problem is similar to that for
the theory of phase transformation in elastoplastic materi-
als [17–21]. One of the key points here is to define the ther-
momechanical process that leads to void formation and to
separate dissipation due to fracture and plastic dissipation.
In an existing thermodynamic attempt [18–20], fracture is
defined as a second-order phase transition in some finite
region in which tensile and shear elastic moduli, and all
material parameters, change from initial values to zero.
As a result, the driving force in Ref. [19,20] depends on
the thermal part of free energy, which is contradictory. In
the current paper, we define a thermomechanical process
that is free from this contradiction, derive the expressions
for the driving force and activation energy for void nucle-
ation, calculate them for a spherical void based on our gen-
eralization of the large-strain solution with allowance for
surface energy [21], and determine the kinetic relationship
between tensile pressure and temperature for the appear-
ance of the critical nanovoid. An important point is that
all the results are expressed in terms of parameters at the
void interface, which makes them independent of the mate-
rial’s constitutive behavior. In particular, the universal
driving force for the void nucleation (i.e. the dissipation
due to fracture only) for any material is the difference
between work produced by external traction acting on
the void surface and work produced by the Laplacian pres-
sure 2c/R, where c is the surface energy and 1/R is the mean
curvature. However, the external traction acting on the
void surface and its work are determined by solution of
the boundary value problem and depend on the constitu-
tive equations. In addition to these main results, similar
kinetic relationships are found for void nucleation based
on alternative phase-transformation-related mechanisms –
namely, due to direct sublimation, sublimation via virtual

melting and evaporation of stable liquid that nucleates
due to melting – that were obtained using our approaches
from Ref. [21,22] (Fig. 1). This allowed us to find regions
where each of the above mechanisms is the kinetically
favorable one, which completely changes the results pre-
sented in Ref. [21,22]. Sublimation is considered as an
appearance of the gaseous critical nucleus in solid due to
solid–gas transformation, i.e. transformation of a critical
volume of solid to gas. Above the kinetic melting tempera-
ture hm (the temperature above which a critical melt
nucleus appears and causes complete melting of the solid),
we consider complete melting followed by transformation
of a critical volume of liquid into gas (evaporation). In
the temperature range below hm but above the equilibrium
melting temperature heq

m , a subcritical liquid drop may
appear and transform to the critical vapor nucleus; we
called this process “sublimation via virtual melting” [22].
In more detail, while in this temperature range, nucleation
of the supercritical liquid nucleus is impossible, but numer-
ous subcritical liquid nuclei exist inside the solid. As soon
as the kinetic criterion for vaporization of some of them
is fulfilled, subcritical liquid nuclei immediately transform
into critical gas nuclei. Thus, such a melt represents an
intermediate (transitional) state between solid and vapor;
as soon as subcritical melt droplets nucleate, they immedi-
ately become unstable with respect to vapor. That is why
such a melt is called virtual melt, similar to the virtual melt
in crystal–crystal [23,24] and crystal–amorphous [25] phase
transformations, which we predicted earlier.

It was found that fracture occurs below the kinetic melt-
ing temperature and under large pressure; sublimation
takes place at very high temperature and small pressure;
and evaporation occurs for the intermediate range. Since
the curve for sublimation via virtual melting is very close
to the fracture curve (for low surface energy and above
thermodynamic melting temperature) or the sublimation
curve (for high surface energy and above kinetic melting
temperature), sublimation via virtual melting competes
with these processes.

Vectors and tensors are denoted in boldface type; p � v is
the scalar product of vectors p and v; A:B designates

Fig. 1. Schematics for characteristic temperatures under tensile pressure.
heq

m is the thermodynamic equilibrium melting temperature; hm > heq
m is the

kinetic melting temperature, above which a critical melt nucleus appears
and causes complete melting of the solid; heV P hm is the melt evaporation
temperature; sublimation temperature is designated hd

s ; the temperature
for sublimation via virtual melting hvm

s is located between heq
m and hm; and

hvoid is the temperature for void nucleation due to fracture. All the
processes shown in the schematics occur above the corresponding
characteristic temperatures provided that the processes shown at lower
temperature did not occur.
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contractions of tensors A and B over two indices. We will
ignore the difference between the surface energy c and ten-
sion (stresses) (see the review by Fischer et al. [26]).

2. Thermodynamic driving force for fracture

Let us consider the elastoplastic body of mass m and
volume V in the current state bounded by the external sur-
face S in the current state (Fig. 2).

Let the traction vector p be applied on part of the exter-
nal surface Sp and the displacement vector u be prescribed
on another part Su, S = Sp + Su; mixed boundary condi-
tions can be considered similar. We define the void nucle-
ation due to fracture as a thermomechanical process of
growth of a cavity inside a solid from zero to some critical
size due to bond breaking. We start with the expression for
the dissipation rate in a volume V and a growing surface R
of an internal cavity,

D ¼
Z

S
p � vdS � _W� _C ð1Þ

where W ¼
R

m wdm are the total and specific Helmholtz free
energy, C ¼

R
R cdR and c are the total and specific (per unit

current area R) surface energy of a void, and v is the parti-
cle velocity. The total dissipation rate consists of contribu-
tions due to fracture and plastic flow. To find the driving
force for fracture, the dissipation rate due to fracture only
should be defined:

Df ¼ D� Dp ð2Þ
where

Dp ¼
Z

m
q�1T : dp dm ð3Þ

is the plastic dissipation rate, q is the mass density in the
deformed state, dp is the plastic deformation rate and T is
the true Cauchy stress tensor. This is similar to the ap-
proach developed for phase transformations in plastic
materials [17–22,27]: the driving force for phase transfor-
mation is the dissipation rate due to phase transformation
only, which is the difference between the total dissipation

rate and the plastic dissipation rate. To make our approach
consistent with the approach for fracture in elastic materi-
als (see below) and phase transformations in plastic mate-
rials, the dissipation rate due to fracture only should be
averaged over the nucleation process or time tn

Df :¼ 1

tn

Z tn

0

Df dt ¼ X f

tn
¼ X f _v ð4Þ

where

X f :¼
Z tn

0

Z
S

p � vdS dt � DW�
Z tn

0

Dp dt � DC

and _v :¼ 1

tn

ð5Þ

are the dissipative (driving) forces for fracture and rate,
respectively, and D = a2 � a1 means an increment of a
function between state 1 before and state 2 after nucleation.
Since the void starts to grow from zero size, C1 = 0 and
DC = C. To make the mechanical interpretation clearer,
we can show that the surface energy can be considered as
the work produced by the Laplacian pressure. Indeed,
application of the transport theorem for moving surfaces
(see e.g. [16,28]) for c = const gives

_C ¼ d
dt

Z
R

cdR ¼
Z

R

2c
R

vn dR

and C ¼
Z tn

0

_Cdt ¼
Z un2

0

Z
R

2c
R

dun dR ð6Þ

where vn and un are the normal components of the velocity
and displacement of the void surface R, respectively, 1/R is
the mean curvature and 2c/R is the Laplacian pressure (i.e.
jump in normal component of stresses across an interface).
This is why for the mechanics problem we included the
Laplacian pressure at the void surface along the normal
to R.

The above expression for the driving force for fracture
Xf can be simplified. Since Xf is the dissipation increment
due to fracture only, integrals in Eq. (5) (excluding the inte-
gral over R) can be evaluated over an arbitrary material
volume with a fixed mass and bounding surface S0 that
includes the void (nucleus) – i.e. the driving force for

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. (a) Scheme of the elastoplastic body under prescribed tractions p and displacements u at parts Sp and Su of the external surface, with the nucleating
void of the volume Vn bounded by the surface R. Laplacian pressure 2c/R is directed along the normal to the void surface. (b) The void nucleation criterion
can also be expressed for the arbitrary volume V0 inside the surface S0 containing the void. (c) Remaining volume V � V0 with the applied loading.
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fracture is the volume-independent integral. Indeed, in the
remaining volume, Xf = 0 because of lack of fracture.
Fig. 2b and c shows corresponding schematics and trac-
tions applied to different surfaces. Note that, while trac-
tions and displacements at the external surface S are
given, tractions p0 at the arbitrary chosen surface S0 are
to be found from the solution of the elastoplastic bound-
ary-value problem.

In particular, the material volume and mass may coin-
cide with the final volume Vn2 and mass m2 of the critical
nucleus. The mass of the void is zero before nucleation
(since no void exists) and after; dp = 0 because of lack of
plastic deformation inside the void; before nucleation,
C1 = 0; and u1 = 0, where u is the particle displacement
vector.

Thus, surface S0 in the given case can be inside the solid
infinitesimally close to the void surface R and will be desig-
nated as R+ (Fig. 3). In this case, one has

X f :¼
Z u2

0

Z
Rþ

pR � duR dRþ � C ð7Þ

where pR = rR � nR and rR are the traction and stress tensor
at R+. Note that, while inside the nucleating void all stres-
ses are zero, the surface traction infinitesimally close to the
void surface R (that will be designated as R� from the side
of the void) is equal to the Laplacian pressure 2c/R along
the internal normal to the R.

Thus, the expression for the driving force for void nucle-
ation, Eq. (7), is completely localized at the void growing
surface and does not contain a term with plastic dissipa-
tion. This is because the plastic zone is located outside
the fracture zone, and thus integral Eq. (5) is identically
zero in the plastic zone (because there is no fracture in
it). This is similar to the consideration of phase transforma-
tion in elastoplastic materials [17–22,27] when the driving
force is calculated as the integral over the nucleus only; if
there is no plastic strain inside the nucleus (e.g. like for sub-
limation or sublimation via the virtual melting [21,22]),
then plastic dissipation disappears from the final expres-
sion for the driving force. Plastic deformation, however,
does affect the void nucleation because it determines the
traction pR at the void surface in the expression for Xf.

Substituting expression (6) for C in Eq. (7) results in

X f ¼
Z u2

0

Z
R

pR � duR dR�
Z un2

0

Z
R

2c
R

dun dR ð8Þ

where we took into account that the surfaces R, R+ and R�

are infinitesimally close. Thus, the driving force for the
void nucleation (which is the dissipation due to fracture
only) is the difference between work produced by external
traction acting on the void surface pR and work produced
by the Laplacian pressure 2c

R . For a spherical void of a ra-
dius r under axisymmetric loading, pR � duR = rndun,
dun = dr, where rn is the normal tensile stress in the solid
at the void surface R+ (Fig. 4).

Then Eq. (8) can be simplified to

X f ¼
Z rc

0

Z
R

rn �
2c
r

� �
dr dR ð9Þ

where rc is the radius of the critical nucleus. A geometric
interpretation of Eq. (9) is given in Fig. 5: the driving force
Xf is the area enclosed between the curves rn and 2c

r ; it is
negative, and will determine the energy necessary for void
nucleation, which comes from thermal fluctuations (see
Section 4).

Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2b and c, for the case when surface S0 is chosen
as the surface R+ that is infinitesimally close to the void surface R from the
solid side. Surface R� is infinitesimally close to the void surface R from the
void side.

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 but for a spherical void in a large sphere
under normal external stress rn. Normal stress rn acts in the solid at the
surface R+ and the Laplacian pressure 2c/r is applied at the surface R�.
Both these surfaces are infinitesimally close to the void surface R from the
side of the solid and void, respectively.

Fig. 5. Normal stress rn applied to the void surface from the side of the
solid and the Laplacian pressure vs. void radius for a spherically
symmetric problem. Mechanical equilibrium conditions at the interface
are satisfied for the critical nucleus only. For a subcritical nucleus, the
applied stress rn is smaller than the Laplacian pressure and thermal
fluctuations need to supply the activation energy equal to the dashed area.
For supercritical nucleus, the applied stress rn is larger than the Laplacian
pressure; such a nucleus is mechanically unstable and will grow.
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Note that the definitions of the driving force in Eqs. (5)–
(8) are independent of the type of material (e.g. elastoplas-
tic solid, viscoelastic or viscoplastic solid, or liquid)
because we derived them without specifying the constitu-
tive equations and the plastic dissipation rate. In fact,
Eqs. (7) and (8) do not contain a plastic dissipation rate.
Constitutive equations come into play for solution of the
boundary-value problem to connect traction on the exter-
nal surface and on the surface of the void.

3. Fracture in elastic material

During the nucleation process, let the traction vector
p = const = p0 be fixed on part of the external surface Sp

and the displacement vector u = const on another part Su,
S = Sp + Su. Then,Z u2

u1

Z
Sp

p � dudS ¼
Z

Sp

p0 � ðu2 � u1ÞdSp ð10Þ

For elastic materials, dp = 0. Introducing the Gibbs
potential,

G :¼ Wþ C�
Z

Sp

p � udSp ð11Þ

we obtain from Eq. (5) that

X f ¼ G1 � G2 ¼ �DG ð12Þ
i.e. that the driving force for fracture is the minus change in
the Gibbs potential, as required. This demonstrates the
consistency of our general approach with results for elastic
materials and justifies averaging over the nucleation pro-
cess. Our approach to the driving force, particularly the
exclusion of plastic dissipation, is also consistent with the
approach for phase transformation in plastic materials
[17–19,21].

An activation energy for a spherical void in elastic mate-
rial is determined by

Q ¼ max
r

DG

i.e. the critical nucleus corresponds to the maximum of the
energy of the nucleus with respect to the void radius r, and
Q is equal to the energy of the critical nucleus. Similarly,
for elastoplastic material, the activation energy is defined as

Q ¼ max
r
ð�X f Þ ¼ �min

r
X f ð13Þ

i.e. the critical nucleus corresponds to the minimum of the
driving force for fracture vs. the void radius, and Q is equal
to the magnitude of the driving force for the critical nucleus.

4. Critical nucleus in elastoplastic material

For the arbitrary void shape in elastoplastic material,

Q ¼ max
a

min
shape

min
path
ð�X f Þ ð14Þ

where a is the characteristic size, and minimization is
performed with respect to shape of void and path along

which this shape was changed, since the behavior of the
plastic material is path-dependent.

Since the critical nucleus should be in metastable ther-
modynamic and mechanical equilibrium, the equilibrium
condition at the interface of the critical void is (Fig. 5)

rn ¼
2c
Rc

ð15Þ

where rn > 0 is the normal tensile stress in the solid at the
interface (Fig. 4). The tensile stress rn that can be carried
by an elastoplastic material is finite [29,5]. That is why
Eq. (15) cannot be satisfied for the curvatures above some
critical value (Fig. 5), which means that it can be satisfied
for the critical nucleus only. For the size of a cavity larger
than the critical nucleus, rn > 2c/R and the void will grow
under constant external load because rn is practically con-
stant during small changes in the void size (see below).
Thus, Eq. (15) gives us an alternative definition of the crit-
ical nucleus to Eq. (14). Note that, according to Eq. (8), the
activation energy represents the difference between the
work of the normal traction pR and the Laplacian pressure
that should be overcome by thermal activation (Fig. 5). For
an arbitrary void, it is reasonable to assume that, while
equilibrium Eq. (15) is not valid, traction pR = rR � nR for
subcritical nucleus is still directed along the normal nR to
the void surface R+.

The Arrhenius-type relationship for time of appearance
of the critical nucleus is

tn ¼ t0 exp
Q
kh

� �
ð16Þ

where k is the Boltzmann constant and t0 is the inverse fre-
quency factor. The usual way to determine a kinetic relation-
ship between parameters for the critical nucleus (e.g. pressure
and temperature) is to use the kinetic nucleation criterion

Q ¼ bkh; ð17Þ
with b = 40�80, which is determined from the condition
that, for larger Q, the nucleation time exceeds any realistic
time of observation for any t0 [30,31].

5. Spherical void

Let us apply the developed theory to a spherical void
nucleation in an infinite elastoplastic sphere under external
tensile pressure r (Fig. 4).

The solution to the large-strain ideal-plastic problem on
expansion of a spherical hole from zero size with ignored
elastic strain is [29,21]

rn ¼ r� rc; rc :¼ 2

3
ry 1þ ln

2la
3ry

� �� �
: ð18Þ

Here, the von Mises yield condition was used; rc is the cav-
itation pressure, which is the possible maximum value of
tensile pressure that a solid can sustain if the surface energy
is ignored; a ¼ 1þm

1�m; m is Poisson’s ratio; l is the shear mod-
ulus; and ry is the yield strength. Then, the work
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Z u2

u1

Z
Rþ

pR � duR dRþ ¼ rnV n ð19Þ

where Vn is the volume of the void. Also,

X f ¼ rn
4

3
pr3

c � c4pr2
c ð20Þ

where rc = Rc is the critical radius of the void. Minimiza-
tion of Xf with respect to rc leads to equilibrium Eq. (15)
for the critical nucleus. Surprisingly, Eq. (20) looks exactly
like the one for cavitation in liquid [13,14] if the tensile
pressure in the liquid r is substituted by the constant nor-
mal stress at the void surface rn (Eq. (18)). It also looks like
the driving force for phase transformation if rn in Eq. (20)
is substituted by the change in the specific Gibbs energy.
Then, from Eqs. (15) and (20) and Q = �Xf, one obtains
for the critical void radius and activation energy

rc ¼
2c
rn

; Q ¼ 16pc3

3r2
n

ð21Þ

Substituting Q in the kinetic nucleation criterion Eq. (17)
and combining it with Eq. (18) for rn, we obtain the explicit
relationship between tensile pressure for nanovoid nucle-
ation r and temperature:

rn ¼ r� rc ¼
16pc3

3bkh

� �1=2

ð22Þ

where the mechanical properties are a function of temper-
ature. For void nucleation in liquid (cavitation), rc = 0.
Thus, the kinetic r � h void nucleation curve for an elasto-
plastic solid can be obtained from the cavitation curve for
liquid by shifting it to the right by rc. In fact, Eq. (22) for
rn is valid for any type of material, e.g. for a viscous (creep-
ing) or viscoplastic solid or liquid; specific constitutive
properties contribute to the expression for rn vs. applied
stress r.

The temperature dependence of ry is scaled with the
temperature dependence of l, i.e. l/ry as well as Poisson’s
ratio, and consequently a, are weakly temperature depen-
dent. Below, we will use the simple approximation

ry ¼ rr
y þ rm

y � rr
y

� � h� hr

hm � hr
for h < hm ð23Þ

and

ry ¼ �ry for h > hm ð24Þ

where hm and hr are the melting and room temperatures,
respectively, and rm

y and rr
y are the yield strengths at these

temperatures. For slow heating and loading, �ry ¼ 0. How-
ever, we will focus on very fast heating and loading, when
material still remains solid above the melting temperature
beyond the melt nucleation time; we will use �ry ¼ rm

y .
Taking into account indeterminacy in melting tempera-

ture at very high heating rates and in �ry , the pressure
dependence of the melting temperature in the equation
for ry can be ignored. The results can be expressed in
dimensionless variables r=rm

c and h/h* and will depend up

the dimensionless parameters rm
y =r

r
y ; hm=hr and

16pc3

3bkh�rm
c

� �1=2

; here, rm
c :¼ rcðhmÞ is the cavitation pressure

at the melting temperature and h* is any chosen character-
istic temperature (i.e. hm or hr). Having in mind that we
would like to compare results on void nucleation with
our previous results on sublimation and sublimation via
virtual melting [21,22], we chose the same data as in Ref.
[21,22] (which are close to the data for energetic crystal
HMX, if known):

rm
y ¼ 2:6 MPa; rr

y=r
m
y ¼ 14:23; hr ¼ 300 K; m ¼ 0:3;

hm=hr ¼ 1:833; l=ry ¼ 2623; and b ¼ 80

This results, in particular, in rm
c =r

m
y ¼ 6:07 and

rm
c ¼ 15:78 MPa. We also chose, as in Refs. [21,22],

h* = 784.12 K (instead of hm or hr, which we would have
chosen were we considering fracture only), which is the
sublimation temperature for r = 0, and ignored the surface
energy.

The results for void nucleation due to fracture (Eq. (22))
are presented in Fig. 6 for several values of surface energy
and yield strength. The lowest curve for each surface
energy corresponds to rr

y ¼ rm
y ¼ 0, i.e. to cavitation in

liquid.

0 50 100

0.4 

0.6 

θ
θ ∗ (a)

0.45
0.25

m
cσ σ

200 300 400

0.6

1

θ
θ ∗

(b)
1.0

0.7

m
cσ σ

Fig. 6. Calculated temperature–tensile pressure curves for appearance of a
spherical void within elastoplastic solid due to fracture for several values
of surface energy (shown near curves in J m�2), rr

y=r
m
y ¼ 56:92 (upper

curve) and rr
y=r

m
y ¼ 14:23 (middle curve). The lowest curve corresponds to

rr
y ¼ rm

y ¼ 0 (still keeping rm
c ¼ 15:78 MPa for normalization of r), i.e. to

cavitation in liquid.
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As was recently suggested in Ref. [21,22], void nucle-
ation may occur due to completely different, phase-trans-
formation-related mechanisms, namely due to direct
sublimation, sublimation via virtual melting and evapora-
tion of stable liquid that nucleates due to melting. To
obtain a complete kinetic diagram for void nucleation
due to all the currently studied processes (Figs. 7 and 8),
the results for fracture are supplemented by the results
for phase-transformation-related mechanisms, obtained
using our approaches from [21,22].

Sublimation is considered to be the transformation of a
critical volume of solid to gas. Above the kinetic melting
temperature hm (the temperature above which a critical
melt nucleus appears and causes complete melting), we
consider complete melting and transformation of a critical
volume of liquid into gas (evaporation). Below hm but
above the equilibrium melting temperature heq

m , a subcritical
liquid drop may appear and transform into the critical
vapor nucleus; we call this process sublimation via virtual
melting [22]. In addition to [21,22], we take into account
the elastic deformation regime for small r and temperature
dependence of the yield strength. Also, the curve for “evap-
oration” in Fig. 8 differs significantly from that in Ref. [22]
because in Ref. [22] “evaporation” was considered as

sublimation of solid HMX with zero yield strength (to
demonstrate the effect of the yield strength), and here we
consider the actual evaporation of the HMX melt. This
changes the regions of kinetic advantage of sublimation
and evaporation.

First, we compare results for fracture and sublimation
only. In Fig. 7, for each value of the surface energy there
is the critical temperature, below which fracture is kineti-
cally more favorable and above which sublimation occurs.
While the critical temperature is close to the temperature at
which sublimation occurs at r = 0, quite a large tensile
pressure should be applied to cause fracture. If melting
or virtual melting cannot occur in the pressure and temper-
ature ranges under consideration, these are the only two
possible scenarios for a void nucleation.

The complete kinetic diagram (Fig. 8) is completely dif-
ferent from that in Ref. [22]. The lowest lines for each
pressure r (and lines that are very close to the lowest)
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correspond to physically occurring processes because they
are kinetically favorable. Thus, in the most important
region below the kinetic melting temperature (which
reduces with growing r), fracture occurs. In Ref. [22], in
contrast, sublimation occurred below heq

m , and sublimation
via virtual melting took place below hm and above heq

m . For
small stresses and high temperatures, direct sublimation is
significantly kinetically more favorable than all other sce-
narios; in this region, the sublimation temperature is prac-
tically independent of tensile pressure. In Ref. [22], by
contrast, “evaporation” occurred in this region. At larger
stresses and above the kinetic melting temperature hm,
the evaporation curve is the lowest one, while in Ref. [22]
the lowest curve was for sublimation via virtual melting
with some “evaporation” region, reducing with growing
surface energy. Below hm but above the equilibrium melting
temperature heq

m , a subcritical liquid drop may appear (vir-
tual melting) and transform into the critical vapor nucleus.
This process competes kinetically with fracture. While for
c = 0.45 J m�2 the fracture curve is below the virtual
melting curve for all temperatures in this range, for
c = 0.25 J m�2 there is a small temperature range just
below hm for which sublimation via virtual melting is kinet-
ically more favorable. With the reduction of surface
energy, this region expands. Since for any surface energy
there is a temperature range for which both curves are quite
close, both void nucleation mechanisms may occur simulta-
neously. Above hm for large surface energy, sublimation via
virtual melting competes with evaporation.

6. Concluding remarks

In the paper, continuum thermodynamic and kinetic
approaches to nanovoid nucleation as a fracture process
inside an elastoplastic material are developed. The concep-
tual problems of determination of the thermodynamic driv-
ing force and activation energy, and the determination of
the kinetic relationship between the tensile fracture pressure
and temperature, are solved. Our general Eqs. (4)–(15) have
universal character, i.e. they are independent of the consti-
tutive equations and can be applied for any dissipative
material. Eq. (5) is consistent with the approach for frac-
ture in elastic materials. Our approach to the driving force,
particularly exclusion of plastic dissipation, is also consis-
tent with the approach for phase transformation in plastic
materials [17–19,21]. A kinetic tensile pressure–temperature
diagram for the critical nanovoid nucleation due to fracture
inside a plastic material is determined. Similar kinetic rela-
tionships are found for void nucleation based on alternative
competing mechanisms, namely due to direct sublimation,
sublimation via virtual melting and evaporation of stable
liquid that nucleates due to melting. The regions where
each of the above mechanisms is kinetically favorable are
found. They are completely different from those in Ref.
[22] because of adding fracture and evaporation.

It is clear that utilizing continuum concepts at the
nanoscale can be questioned both for elastic and elasto-

plastic materials. However, they are routinely used in clas-
sical nucleation theory, despite the fact that the size of the
critical nucleus can be from one to several interatomic dis-
tances. Our objective was to conceptually advance the
nucleation theory for the case with inelastic deformation
and thermodynamic irreversibility in the simplest possible
way, as we did for sublimation and sublimation via vir-
tual melting [21,22]. Since the results of application of
classical nucleation theory are in good correspondence
with experiments involving the defect-free case (in partic-
ular, for cavitation [9] and martensitic phase transforma-
tions [8]), and because they are widely used for analysis of
nucleation at the nanoscale (e.g. for melting [32]), we
assume that our generalization of the nucleation theory
will also correspond well with future experiments. There
are many other cases for which continuum thermody-
namic and mechanics operate adequately below their
expected limit of small-size applicability, e.g. for the
description of deformation of a single-wall carbon nano-
tube or phase interface a few interatomic distances thick
in the phase field approach [33]

The method to check our predictions is similar to that
described in Ref. [21,22]. A similar approach can be applied
to the thermodynamics and kinetics of crack propagation
in an inelastic material [19,20,34]. As the next step, size-
and strain-dependence of the surface energy, as well as
the presence of defects (e.g. grain boundaries), have to be
taken into account. Also, diffusion-induced void nucleation
due to the Kirkendall effect [10,11] will be studied, and its
competition with the above processes will be analyzed.
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